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our style

We understand that modern parents crave clean, contemporary
designs. Our products reflect this desire, with a unique style that
appeals to parents and children alike.

our passion

We create innovative products that respond to the needs and
desires of modern parents. Our products provide a modern look
at an affordable price.

our commitment

We are committed to creating products that are not only stylish,
but embody the highest standards of quality and safety.

Frog Pod
Bath Toy Scoop, Drain, and Storage
The Frog Pod® helps with children’s bath time clean-up,
providing a drainable scoop for collecting and rinsing
toys and a wall-mounted base for storing bath products.
The Frog Pod® attaches to the bath wall using either
super strong adhesive strips or suction cups. Both
options are included with the Frog Pod®.









The removable scoop provides a quick and easy
way to pick up bath toys
Drain holes in the scoop allow toys to be rinsed
and drained in bulk
Fingers and toes are used for hanging bath
accessories
Built-in shelf for storing bath products



Makes bath time clean-up fun and easy



Keeps bath products safely out of reach



Stores and organizes bath accessories



Reduces mold and mildew

Potty Bench
Training Toilet with Side Storage
The Potty Bench is a training potty featuring two
enclosed side storage spaces for organizing potty
training supplies, and a pull-out drawer for easy,
sanitary clean-up.
By simply closing the lid, the Potty Bench can be used
as a large, sturdy stool that supports up to 300 lbs.
The sleek, modern design includes a built-in toilet
paper holder and a removable soft deflector shield.








Angled seat to catch any overspill
Flexible deflector attaches to pull-out drawer for
easy, sanitary clean-up
Enclosed side storage spaces for storing wipes
and other supplies
Wide base and slip-resistant surfaces for
maximum stability



Large sturdy bench supports up to 300 lbs



Built-in toilet paper holder



Organizes potty training supplies



Simplifies clean-up



Easily converts to a bench or step stool



Soft deflector helps guard against injury

Flo

Water Deflector and Protective Faucet
Cover with Bubble Bath Dispenser

Combining multiple functions into a single device, Flo
provides a simple solution to several bath time challenges.
This unique product diverts the flow of water, creating a
gentle waterfall, while providing a protective faucet cover
to help guard against injury. Flo also functions as a bubble
bath dispenser.
Flo attaches easily to the bathtub faucet with a springactivated grip that requires no assembly or special
installation. When the water is turned on, it’s diverted into
a stream that extends up to 12 inches in front of the faucet,
creating a gentle waterfall and making rinsing hair easy.
The soft material on the front edge of Flo helps protect
against injuries caused by bumping or scraping against
the faucet. Parents can fill the bubble bath reservoir and let
children dispense bubbles into the water by pressing the
button on the front.



Water deflector creates a gentle waterfall
for easy rinsing



Soft material helps protect against injury



One-touch bubble bath dispenser



Attaches easily and grips firmly to standard
bathtub faucets



Easy-fill bubble bath reservoir



Improves access to water flow



Shower diverter remains accessible



Helps protect against injury



Dispenses bubble bath



Allows access to shower diverter

Flair
Pedestal Highchair with Pneumatic Lift
Flair is a revolutionary new highchair, combining
innovative features with distinctive modern style. The
seamless seat makes clean-up easy and the pneumatic lift
allows for effortless height adjustment.
Flair’s exclusive chemical-resistant, waterproof pad
provides a soft cushion and is easily removable for
cleaning. Flair is equipped with an adjustable-position,
compact tray, as well as top-quality safety features
including a five-point harness and restraining post. The
sturdy pedestal base gives Flair a unique form that is easy
to clean and that slides smoothly under tables. Flair glides
in any direction on six urethane casters that will not scratch
floors, while the hands-free braking system easily locks the
chair in place. Flair’s pneumatic lift allows for continuous
height positioning, making it easy to adjust the seat to the
perfect height.



Seamless seat for easy clean-up



Pneumatic lift for effortless height adjustment



Foot pedal for single-step braking








Removable foam seat pad does not absorb water
and can be cleaned with household disinfectants
Sturdy pedestal base slides easily under tables



Easy to clean, no cracks or crevices

Top-quality safety features including a
5-point harness and restraining post



Effortless height adjustment

Compact tray with two dishwasher-safe liners



Continuous height positioning



Glides smoothly in all directions



Fits easily under tables

Animal Bag
Stuffed Animal Storage
Does your child have too many stuffed animals? The
Animal Bag is a fun and practical solution for rounding up
all those soft critters and putting them to work.
The Animal Bag is an oversized, plush bag that’s covered
with large, zippered windows made out of transparent,
durable mesh. Children can fill the bag with stuffed
animals of all sizes, and then use the Animal Bag as a soft
seat.
Made from high quality, breathable fabrics, the Animal
Bag is machine washable, or it can be dry-cleaned.
In addition to solving the stuffed animal storage dilemma,
the Animal Bag is earth-friendly because - unlike most
beanbag chairs - it does not require any foam fillers.
The Animal Bag comes in three styles: Oval, Otto, & Trio.





oval

otto

trio

Large volume for storing and organizing
stuffed animals
Zippered, mesh “windows” allow children
to see and access toys inside



When full, the Animal Bag becomes a soft seat



Large, easy-grip zipper pulls


Stores and organizes stuffed animals



Provides easy access to toys



Doubles as a soft seat

Bath Goods
Designer Toys and Scrubbies
Bath Goods—a collection of fifteen bath appliqués,
three balls, and two mini-scrubbies—makes bath
time a creative and playful experience.
These designer toys do not absorb water, reducing
mold and mildew. Their contemporary colors and
funky forms look great in the modern bath. The miniscrubbies are designed to fit little hands perfectly.
Items included:


15 designer bath appliqués



3 balls



2 mini-scrubbies







Contemporary colors and funky forms
encourage creativity
Toys will not absorb water, reducing
mold and mildew
Mini-scrubbies fit little hands

